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“We worked long nights, you know. If you knew of a seanchaí or a singer or a musician – we would
stay with them until the early hours of the morning, and keep at it, keep going. There were days that
we got very very little sleep or rest at all, you know. And then there were all sorts of things
happening like; the wagon we used, the recording wagon, or something like that would break down
and get stuck. I drove the wagon across rivers, I drove through the sea, I’ve driven it up mountains
and various things like that. It was nice, you know. There were so many stories told.”

Thus recalled Leo Corduff of his early years of field work on behalf of the Irish Folklore Commission,
as he addressed an audience gathered in the sound archive of the Department of Irish Folklore
(which succeeded the Commission in 1971), University College Dublin in 1988. Leo grew up in
Rossport, Erris, county Mayo and began work with the Commission as a microfilm operator in 1950
at the age of twenty-one. He was quite familiar with the work of the Commission as his father
Michael and his brother Anraí had worked previously as part-time collectors for the Commission.
The fruits of their labour form part of the National Folklore Collection’s (NFC) main manuscript
collection today, and feature material collected from Rossport and surrounding areas of the Erris
Gaeltacht.
Leo took great pride in his father’s work for the Commission, and he made a substantial
contribution of his own to the work of folklore collecting, particularly in the area of sound recording
which the Commission was developing at the time of his appointment. In 1952 Leo assumed
responsibility for the work of the Irish Folklore Commission’s mobile recording unit, taking over
from Kevin Danaher. This work required a good deal of technical expertise, as well as an ability to
maintain a relaxed bearing while operating in challenging circumstances:

“When making those disc recordings you see, you had to have the machinery in
the van, and then you had the microphone in the house. Then you had to have
somebody else inside the house – the collector – and he had to communicate with you
through the microphone, but you had no other communication with him. And he
would say “we’re ready to go now”. So you’d set up your machine, put your disc down
and then you’d start. And when you were ready to start, you’d beep the horn on the car
to give him the signal to go. But then, the trouble might be with the man inside who
was about to tell the story. He’d say “Oh, I want to light my pipe first you know? I’ll
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have a smoke of the pipe.” So you’d hear that over the earphones, and you had [to]
stop the machine. And then all of a sudden he’d say, “Ah no, forget about the pipe, I’ll
start talking.” And there you were, and you hadn’t the machine ready at all! So you had
to give another beep on the horn, and so it went on."

Through diligent work and a cheerful demeanour, Leo overcame all the challenges of
fieldwork, adding considerably to the quantity of audio materials preserved today at the archives of
the National Folklore Collection. Over 1,700 acetate discs were cut in the field by the mobile
recording unit, and Leo is listed as a collector for over 800 of these recordings. Leo was meticulous
in his work, mastering the technical challenges of mobile recording and producing high quality
audio recordings. He oversaw the transition from spring-wound wax cylinder Ediphone machine to
acetate plates, wire recorders and reel-to-reel tape, adopted in the mid 1950s. He was constantly
carrying out repairs to recording devices, and was eagerly sought after by collectors seeking to fix
their own faulty or malfunctioning equipment.
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His work brought him all over Ireland, recording several performers before moving to
another district. This could include intensive recording of a particular individual on location, such as
his work recording the repertoire of singer Róise Ní Ghrianna, Árainn Mhór, Co. Donegal. In 1982,
some years before his retirement, Leo accompanied Séamas Ó Catháin to the USA to record Irish
emigrants in Holyoke and other districts of Massachusetts. The material they collected includes
fascinating life histories, folk legends, calendar customs, burial and wake customs, family history,
songs and poetry. Interviewees were aged 50 to 92 years old, many having emigrated from counties
Mayo and Kerry, a number of them native Irish speakers:

“We recorded material there from Irish people – descendants of people who had
come from Ireland, and it was amazing what material we got there. Because we were
interested in learning as much as we possibly could about people who left Ireland for
America, because the only people that ever returned to Ireland were the people who
had made money. But we never heard anything at all about those people who did not
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succeed. So, we did get a lot of material there, and conditions were really sad – poor –
you could put it that way. But it was nice to hear some of the songs they had heard
from their grandfathers, or their grandparents, and we recorded quite a lot of that. And
we recorded lots of phrases in Irish – words and phrases that they had in Irish – that
they themselves couldn’t understand. We told them what they meant, and some of
them should not be repeated, mind you!”

In addition to his responsibilities as an audio technician and collector, Leo took over one
thousand photographs in the course of his career, the film negatives of which are preserved today in
the archives of the National Folklore Collection. His carefully composed images capture the world of
the folklore collector, while his warm, personable temperament is reflected in the sense of
compassion and humanity accorded his subjects. Striking and tender portraits of weather beaten
faces, groups of children laughing shyly, craftsmen immersed in their work, town streets bustling
with life, ruined churches, dilapidated houses and old graveyards with their crooked tombstones –
fleeting glimpses of people and places in mid-twentieth century Ireland.

This exhibition marks the digitisation and publication on Dúchas.ie of 350 previously unseen
of Leo Corduff's photographs, a small testament to the important role he played in preserving an
important account of Irish traditional life and culture.

Additional information
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(Helsinki, 2007), pp.343-349.
Corduff, Leo, ‘From Cylinder to Open Reel’ (video V0132a, National Folklore Collection 1988).
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View of the lighthouse, Inisheer, Co. Galway (1958) A001.01.00111
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Dr. R. Ó Cuinn, Róise Ní Ghrianna, Seán Ó Heochaidh, Antoine Ó hladhra, Séimidhe Ó Grianna,
Arranmore, Co. Donegal (1953) M004.29.00074

Sinéad Bean Uí Gacháin (87), who spent her life in Inishglora, Co. Mayo (1958) M003.03.00713
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James Nolan (81), wheelwright, Corracott, Mount Talbot, Co. Roscommon (1960) M003.04.00008

Unidentified girls from Duggan, McGinty and MacNeela families, Breanaskil, Achill, Co. Mayo (1956)
M003.03.00459
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Left to right: Mrs Duggan, Mrs Mary McGinty, Mrs Mary Duggan agus Mrs Brigid MacNeela,
Breanaskill, Achill, Co. Mayol (1956) M003.03.00457

Antoine Ó Luingseacháin (82), Breanaskil, Bunacurry, Achill, Co. Mayo (1956) M003.03.00440
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Mrs Anne O’Malley (Anne Mc Greal), Doogort, Achill, Co. Mayo (1956) M003.03.00437
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Michael Curran, Rahoon, Co. Galway (undated) M003.01.00032
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Schoolchildren on Inisheer, Co. Galway (1957) M003.01.00023

‘Cheap Jacks’: Selling clothing on the streets, Eyre Square, Co. Galway (1958) C050.01.00050
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Taking in turf from a turf boat, Inisheer, Co. Galway (1957) C022.01.00031
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Carpenter Séan Ó Conaola boiling tar in a pot to cover curragh canvas, Inisheer, Co. Galway
(undated) C021.01.00086
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Horse and cart near Scotstown, Co. Monaghan (1965) C006.31.00001

Carpenter, joiner, Inisheer, Co. Galway (1957) B082.01.00010
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‘An Factory’: Knitting socks, Inisheer, Co. Galway (1957) B066.01.00004

Carrying a currach, Inisheer, Co. Galway (1957) B006.01.00019
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Forge in Headford, Co. Galway (1965) B070.01.00008
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Fishing from the strand, Inisheer, Co. Galway (undated) B005.01.00033

The bed-outshot or ‘cailleach’ in Thomas Gallagher’s house, Knocknamona, Corraun, Co. Mayo
(1956) A026.03.00001
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Corcomroe Abbey, Co. Clare (1956) A062.19.00005
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House at Tonregee on the roadside between Mulrany and Achill Sound, Co. Mayo (1956)
A015.03.00212

Folklore collector Ciarán Bairéad J.B. Kearney’s, Co. Galway (1965) A015.01.00052
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Streetscape in Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh (1965) A010.30.00006

Landscape near Aghakeeran, Co. Fermanagh (1965) A001.30.00010
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House at Tawnaghmore, Co. Galway (undated) A010.01.00068

Settlement of houses, Co. Galway (undated) A010.01.00067
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